The structure of K − -condensed hypernuclei, which may be produced in the laboratory in strangeness-conserving processes, is investigated using an effective chiral Lagrangian for the kaon-baryon interaction, combined with a nonrelativistic baryon-baryon interaction model. It is shown that a large number of negative strangeness is needed for the formation of highly dense and deeply bound state with kaon condensates and that part of the strangeness should be carried by hyperons mixed in the nucleus. The properties of kaon-condensed hypernuclei such as the ground state energy and particle composition are discussed. Such a self-bound object has a long lifetime and may decay only through weak interaction processes. Comparison with other possible nuclear states is also made, such as kaon-condensed nuclei without mixing of hyperons and noncondensed multistrange hypernuclei. Implications of kaon-condensed hypernuclei for experiments are mentioned. PACS: 05.30.Jp, 13.75.Jz, 26.60.+c, 95.35.+d 
Introduction
Strangeness degree of freedom manifests itself in various phases of hadronic matter at high density and/or high temperature. It provides us with a clue to understand high-density QCD from both hadronic and quark-gluon phases [1] . Kaon dynamics in a hadronic medium is an important subject associated with role of strangeness in highly dense matter [2] . In neutron stars, kaon condensation may exist as a macroscopic realization of strangeness (Bose-Einstein condensation) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In kaon-condensed matter, the net strangeness is produced through weak interaction processes, which play a decisive role on the ground state properties of the kaoncondensed phase in chemical equilibrium for weak processes such as n ⇋ p + K − , e − ⇋ K − + ν e [9] . The existence of kaon condensation leads to softening of the equation of state (EOS) and has a sizable effect on the internal structure of neutron stars [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Kaon condensation is also important for thermal evolution of neutron stars since the neutrino emission processes are largely enhanced in the presence of kaon condensates [10] [11] [12] . In recent studies, effects of the phase-equilibrium condition associated with the first-order phase transition on the nonuniform structure of kaon-condensed phase in neutron stars have also been pointed out [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Meanwhile, several works on coexistence or competition of kaon condensation with hyperons in neutron stars have been elucidated [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The onset density and the EOS for the kaoncondensed phase in hyperonic matter have been discussed with the relativistic mean-field theory [21] [22] [23] [24] , the quark-meson coupling models [27, 28] . Recently the in-medium kaon dynamics and mechanisms of kaon condensation stemming from the s and p-wave kaon-baryon interactions in hyperonic matter have been investigated [25, 26, 29] .
Kaon dynamics in high density hadronic matter has also been studied through experimental achievement. In particular, deeply bound kaonic nuclear states have been proposed based on the strongly attractive antikaon-nucleon interaction [31, 32] . Subsequently, searching for such kaonic nuclei andK nuclear clusters as a cold and highly dense system has been elaborated both theoretically and experimentally [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . These studies of the kaonic nucleus may in turn provide us with information on kaon condensation in neutron stars.
Recently, we have discussed coexistence of kaon condensation with hyperonic matter, where hyperons (Λ, Σ − ) are mixed in addition to the neutrons, protons and leptons in the ground state of neutron-star matter [29, 30] . We pointed out that both the hyperon-mixing effect and the s-and p-wave (anti) kaon-baryon attractions soften the EOS of the kaon-condensed phase in hyperonic matter considerably, while the stiffness of the EOS is recovered at high densities due to the repulsive interaction between baryons. As a result, the energy of the system has a local minimum, which suggests the existence of the self-bound object with kaon condensates as a density isomer on any scale from an atomic nucleus to a neutron star. Based on the EOS, we have discussed the structure of the kaon-condensed neutron star as a self-bound star and its implications for observations of mass-radius relations and a possibility for baryonic dark matter [29, 30] .
As for the self-bound states which may be created and exist in the early universe, compact stars, and heavy-ion collisions, a possibility of strange matter has been proposed as the true ground state or metastable state of matter [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Several hadronic phases such as abnormal states [51] , those with pion condensation [52, 53] or K 0 condensation [54] , and hyperonic matter [55] [56] [57] [58] have also been discussed as candidates for absolutely stable states. These absolutely stable states may form a bound state with strong interactions, leading to a self-bound object on an arbitrary scale, essentially without gravitation.
In this paper, we extend the results of the self-bound object coming from the coexistence of kaon condensates with hyperonic matter to a strangeness-conserving system, and we consider a kaon-condensed hypernucleus (abbreviated as KCYN) that is expected to be created in laboratories as a new candidate for the self-bound object. Role of hyperon-mixing on the ground state properties of the KCYN is clarified. 1 The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we take an overview of the KCYN as a strangeness-conserving system in a liquid-drop picture. Section 3 gives the expression of the volume part of the energy for the KCYN. The framework based on chiral symmetry for the kaon-baryon dynamics coupled to the baryon-baryon interaction model is presented. Numerical results are shown in Secs. 4 and 5. In Sec. 4, we discuss the structure of the KCYN such as the ground state energy, particle composition for a typical set of baryon number, electric charge, and negative strangeness. Hyperon-mixing effects are also addressed. In Sec. 5, the dependence of properties of the KCYN on the strangeness number is discussed. Comparison with the other possible nuclear states is also made such as the kaon-condensed nucleus without mixing of hyperons and noncondensed multistrange hypernucleus. Implications of the KCYN for experiments are mentioned in Sec. 6. Section 7 is devoted to a summary and concluding remarks.
2 Description of the kaon-condensed hypernucleus
Liquid-drop picture
An initial system is taken to be a target nucleus with mass number A and atomic number Z and the antikaons (K − ), the number of which is |S| (the total negative strangeness). The K − s' are embedded in the nucleus, and the multi-antikaonic bound state (KCYN) with the baryon number A, the electric charge Z − |S|, and strangeness S is supposed to be ultimately formed. In the ground state of the KCYN, part of the strangeness S should be carried by hyperons, which are mixed in the nucleus through the strong processes,
In this paper, we take into account the Λ, Ξ − , and Σ − for hyperons as the constituents of the KCYN.
A spherical liquid-drop picture for the KCYN with radius R A is adopted, and uniform distributions of the baryons are assumed inside the nucleus. The uniform baryon number density inside the KCYN is denoted as ρ B . Then R A and ρ B are related by 4 3 πR
3
A ρ B = A. Following the assumption of the uniform distribution of baryons, the classical K − field in the nonlinear representation within the framework of chiral symmetry is taken to be uniform:
1 Early result of this work has been partly reported in Ref. [59] .
where θ is the chiral angle, µ K − the chemical potential of the condensed K − , and f (≃ 93 MeV) is the meson decay constant. The type of the classical K − field, [(1)] is the same as that for the s-wave kaon condensation in infinite matter, where the spatial momentum of kaon is zero. The electric charge, strangeness number, and baryon number conservations are imposed on the KCYN:
in terms of the number density ρ a of the particle a (a = K − , p, Λ, Ξ − , Σ − , n). We construct the effective Hamiltonian density by introducing the electric charge chemical potential µ Q , the strangeness chemical potential µ s , and the baryon number chemical potential ν, as the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to these conditions. The resulting effective energy density is written in the form
where
is the volume part of the energy density of the KCYN (see Sec. 3). The conditions (2a),(2b), and (2c) are consistently expressed as ∂E eff /∂µ Q = ρ B · (Z − |S|)/A, ∂E eff /∂µ s = ρ B · |S|/A, and ∂E eff /∂ν = ρ B , respectively. From the extremum conditions for E eff with respect to variation of ρ i , one obtains
where µ a (=∂E vol (θ, {ρ a })/∂ρ a ) is the chemical potential of the particle a. From Eqs. (4), one obtains
Equation (5) ensures that the system is in chemical equilibrium for the strong processes,
These conditions should be compared with those for kaon condensation realized in neutron stars, where the total strangeness is produced through the weak processes such as n ⇋ pK − , n ⇋ pe − (ν e ), ne − ⇋ Σ − (ν e ), and n ⇋ Λ(ν eνe ), and the system is in chemical equilibrium for these weak processes [30] . 2 We assume that the pions which may be produced through the processes,
the pion threshold, are emitted outside the nucleus, so that they don't take part in the chemical equilibrium for the relevant processes.
By the use of Eqs. (4), the effective energy density E eff is represented as
Surface and Coulomb energy effects
In a similar way to the nuclear mass formula, the total energy of the KCYN at zero temperature is written as
where the second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) is the surface energy with σ being the surface tension coefficient, and the third term is the bulk Coulomb energy. The surface energy coefficient is assumed to be similar to the value deduced from the empirical mass formula of the normal nucleus and is set to be σ = 1 MeV/fm 2 [60] .
3 Volume part of the energy
Kaon-baryon interactions from chiral symmetry
For the volume energy part E vol (θ, {ρ a })/ρ B , the s-wave kaon-baryon interactions are incorporated from the effective chiral Lagrangian.
where the first and second terms on the r. h. s. of Eq. (8) are the kinetic and mass terms of mesons, respectively. Σ is the nonlinear meson field defined by Σ ≡ e 2iΠ/f , where Π ≡ a=1∼8 π a T a with π a being the octet meson fields and T a being the SU(3) generators. Since only charged kaon condensation is considered, the Π is simply written as
In the second term on the r. h. s. of Eq. (8), Λ χSB is the chiral symmetry breaking scale, ∼ 1 GeV, M the mass matrix which is given by M ≡ diag(m u , m d , m s ) with the quark masses m i . The third term in Eq. (8) denotes the free baryon part, where the Ψ is the octet baryon field including only the p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − , and M B the baryon mass generated as a consequence of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. The fourth term in Eq. (8) gives the s-wave kaon-baryon interaction of the vector type corresponding to the Tomozawa-Weinberg term with V µ being the mesonic vector current defined by
The last three terms in Eq. (8) give the s-wave meson-baryon interaction of the scalar type, which explicitly breaks chiral symmetry. The quark masses m i are chosen to be m u = 6 MeV, m d = 12 MeV, and m s = 240 MeV. Together with these values, the parameters a 1 and a 2 are fixed to be a 1 = −0.28, a 2 = 0.56 so as to reproduce the empirical octet baryon mass splittings [3] . The parameter a 3 is related to the kaon-nucleon (KN ) sigma terms simulating the s-wave KN attraction of the scalar type through the expressions, Σ Kp = −(a 1 +a 2 +2a 3 )(m u +m s ), Σ Kn = −(a 2 +2a 3 )(m u +m s ), evaluated at the on-shell Cheng-Dashen point for the effective chiral Lagrangian (8) . Recent lattice calculations suggest the value of the KN sigma term Σ KN =(300−400) MeV [61] . Throughout this paper, we take the value of a 3 = −0.9, leading to Σ Kn =305 MeV, as a standard value. The K − optical potential in symmetric nuclear matter, V opt (ρ B ), is estimated as a scale of the K − -nucleon attractive interaction. It is defined by
is estimated to be − 115 MeV at the nuclear saturation density ρ 0 (=0.16 fm −3 ). In our framework, the kaon-baryon interactions are incorporated in the lowest order in chiral perturbation except for the kaon-baryon sigma terms which are of the order O(m 2 K ). To be consistent with the on-shell s-wave K (K)-N scattering lengths, we have to take into account the range terms proportional to ω 2 coming from the higher-order terms in chiral expansion and a pole contribution from the Λ(1405) which we regard as an elementary particle. Nevertheless, these contributions to the energy density become negligible in high-density matter as far as K − condensation is concerned [5, 6] . Therefore, we omit these correction terms throughout this paper and consider the simplified expression for the energy density of the kaon-condensed phase.
Concerning the deeply bound kaonic nuclei, a deepK potential was proposed phenomenologically by Akaishi and Yamazaki on the assumption that the Λ(1405) is a bound state of the K − and proton [31] . While their derivation of theK potential is different from ours, their potential depth at ρ 0 is similar to that used in this paper. On the other hand, Oset and Toki made a critical analysis on the predicted deeply bound kaonic nuclei on the basis of a shallowK potential derived from the chiral unitary model and the two-pole structure of the Λ(1405) resulting from their chiral approach [62] . Recently, Akaishi and Yamazaki put forward a counterargument [63] . Thus there is still controversy aboutK-baryon interactions in dense matter and the possible existence of the deeply bound kaonic nuclei.
Effective energy density
The total effective energy density E eff [(6)] is separated into two parts: E eff = E B eff + E M eff , where the first term on the r.h.s. is the baryon part including the kaon-baryon interaction and the second term is the meson part consisting of the free classical kaons only. The baryon part E B eff and the meson part E M eff are derived from the effective chiral Lagrangian (8) together with the number density of the kaon condensates ρ K − through the term, −µ K − ρ K − in (6) . The number density of the kaon condensates ρ K − is given from the time component of the mesonic part of the strangeness current associated with the Lagrangian (8):
Tr(∂
Potential energy contributions of baryons
We take into account the baryon potential effects on the energy of the kaon-condensed state as follows. A potential energy density E pot ({ρ i }) (i = p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − ) is introduced as a local effective baryon-baryon interaction, which is assumed to be given by functions of the number densities of the relevant baryons. Then the baryon potential
and it is added to each effective single particle energy,
eff,s (p) + V i . The total effective energy density E eff is modified by addition of the potential energy density E pot ({ρ i }) and subtraction of the term i=p,Λ,Ξ − ,n,Σ − ρ i V i so as to avoid the double counting of the baryon interaction energies in the sum over the effective single particle energies E ′ (i) eff,s (p). As a result, the baryon part of the effective energy density is modified as
The expression of the potential energy density E pot ({ρ i }) is taken to be the following form given in Ref. [64] :
The terms including the exponents δ and γ 
the parameters a ΛN and c ΛN are chosen to be the same values as those in Ref. [64] , where the single Λ orbitals in ordinary hypernuclei are fitted well. The depth of the Λ potential in nuclear matter is then given as [67, 68] . The depth of the Ξ − potential in nuclear matter is set to be attractive,
MeV with reference to the experimentally deduced results from the (K − , K + ) reactions, (−14)−(−20) MeV [69, 70] .
The depth of the Σ − potential V Σ − in nuclear matter is taken to be repulsive and strongly isospin-dependent, which is consistent with recent theoretical calculations [71, 72] and the phenomenological analyses on the (K − , π ± ) reactions at BNL [73, 74] , (π − , K + ) reactions at KEK [75] [76] [77] , and the Σ − atom data [78] : One sets
MeV. This choice of the parameters is compatible with the values in Ref. [74] based on the Nijmegen model F. (iii) For the Y Y part, we take the same parameters as those in Ref. [64] , since the experimental information on the Y Y interactions is not enough to fix the relevant parameters precisely.
Taking into account the conditions (i) ∼ (iii), we adopt the following two parameter sets throughout this paper: (A) δ=γ=5/3. In this case, one obtains K=306 MeV, which is larger than the standard empirical value 210±30 MeV [79] . (B) δ=4/3 and γ=2.0. From the choice δ=4/3, one obtains K=236 MeV which lies within the empirical value. Here we abbreviate the parameter sets (A) and (B) used in the models for the baryon-baryon interactions as H-EOS (A) and H-EOS (B), respectively. Numerical values of the parameters are listed in Table 1 . It is to be noted that, in the absence of hyperons, the nucleon-nucleon interaction for H-EOS (A) gives the stiffer EOS than that for H-EOS (B). On the other hand, the many-body interactions between hyperons and nucleons become more repulsive for H-EOS (B) (γ=2.0) than for H-EOS (A) (γ=5/3) at high densities, so that the H-EOS (B) leads to stiffer EOS than H-EOS (A) at high densities.
Total energy expression and constraints
The total effective energy density after inclusion of the baryon potential energy effects, E ′ eff (θ, {µ a }), is written from Eqs. (14), (15) and (17) as 
The volume part of the energy density of the KCYN after inclusion of the baryon potential energy effects, E ′ vol (θ, {ρ a }), is given as
The first term, E kin ({ρ i }) , on the right hand side of Eq. (20) 
The chemical equilibrium conditions for the strong processes, (5)] are written explicitly as
where the chemical potentials for the baryons are given by µ i = ∂E ′ vol (θ, {ρ a })/∂ρ i with the use of Eqs. (12) and (20):
By solving the classical kaon field equation (22) together with the three equations (2a)−(2c) for charge, strangeness, and baryon number conservations, and the three chemical equilibrium conditions for the strong processes, (23a)−(23c) at a given baryon number density ρ B , one obtains µ K − , θ, and the number densities of baryons. With these quantities, the volume part of the energy density, E ′ vol [ (20)], or the total energy, E/A [ (7)], for the ground state of the KCYN is obtained.
Structure of the KCYN
In this section, we present the numerical results on the energy of the nucleus with kaon condensates and with mixing of hyperons in the case of A = 20, Z = 10, and |S| = 16 as an example, and discuss the ground state properties of the KCYN such as equilibrium density, particle fractions, and binding energy of the nucleus.
Ground state energy
The energy per baryon of the KCYN, E(ρ B ; A, Z − |S|, |S|)/A, with A=20, Z=10, and |S|=16 are shown as functions of the baryon number density inside the nucleus, ρ B , in Fig. 1 . The H-EOS (A) and H-EOS (B) are used as the baryon-baryon interaction model in Figs. 1(a) and (b), respectively. From Fig. 1 (a) , one finds that the ground state shifts from the noncondensed hypernuclear state (dashed line) at lower densities to the K − -condensed state with baryons (p, Λ, n) and without mixing of Ξ − and Σ − (dash-dotted line) as ρ B increases, and to the K − -condensed state with baryons (p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − ) (bold solid line) at higher densities. Figs. 1 (a) and (b) show qualitatively similar features between H-EOS (A) and H-EOS (B) for transition of the ground state with increase in density ρ B . It is to be noted that these transitions of the ground states occur discontinuously as density ρ B increases.
For both H-EOS (A) and H-EOS (B), there are two energy minima with respect to ρ B . One is for the kaon-condensed hypernucleus with baryons (p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − ) (denoted as a dot on the bold solid line), and the other is for the noncondensed hypernucleus composed of (Λ, Ξ − , n) (denoted as a triangle on the dashed line). [With regard to the particle composition for these minimum states, see Figs. 6 and 7 in Sec. 5.2.2.] Properties of the KCYN at the equilibrium density ρ 0 B for A=20, Z=10, and |S|=16 are listed in Table 2 . The equilibrium density ρ 0 B for the KCYN is read as 1.41 fm −3 (=8.8 ρ 0 ) for H-EOS (A) and 1.31 fm −3 (=8.2 ρ 0 ) for H-EOS (B). The radius R A is given by
1/3 ≃ 0.6 A 1/3 fm, which should be compared with Table 2 : Properties of the KCYN at the equilibrium state for A=20, Z=10, and |S|=16. The H-EOS (A) and (B) stand for the baryon-baryon interaction models. R A is the radius of the KCYN, ρ 0 B the baryon number density inside the nucleus, ρ a /ρ 0 B (a = K − , p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − ) the particle fractions, E B /A the binding energy per baryon, and ∆E/A is the difference of the energy per baryon from that of the free Λ-nucleon system with the same A, Z, and |S| (A=20, Z=10, and |S|=16). (1), is a highly dense and compact object. In Table 2 , the binding energy per baryon, E B /A, is defined by
H-EOS
is the ground state energy of the nucleus with A, Z, and |S| at the equilibrium density. ∆E/A (=E 0 (A, Z − |S|, |S|)/A − δM ΛN · |S|/A) is the difference of the energy per baryon from that of the free Λ-nucleon system with the same A, Z, and |S| (A=20, Z=10, and |S|=16). One finds that the energy of the KCYN at ρ 0 B is even lower than that of the free Λ-nucleon system where the energy per baryon is given by |S|/A · δM ΛN ∼ 140 MeV (shown by the thin straight line in parallel with the ρ B axis in Figs. 1 (a) and (b) ). Therefore, it may be stable against the strong processes and is expected to have a long lifetime, decaying only through weak processes. The binding energy and saturation density at the energy minimum of the KCYN in the case of H-EOS (B) are smaller than those in the case of H-EOS (A), which stems from the fact that the repulsive interactions between hyperons and nucleons from many-body terms at high densities become more dominant for H-EOS (B) than for H-EOS (A) [30] .
As listed in Table 2 , part of the strangeness |S| is carried by hyperons as well as kaon condensates, mainly by the Λ, but also by heavier hyperons Σ − and Ξ − since the equilibrium density ρ 0 B is high. For reference, we show the K − -condensed state with baryons (p, Λ, n, Σ − ) without allowing for mixing of the Ξ − is inserted by the thin solid line [59] in Figs. 1 (a) and (b). One can see that mixing of Ξ − further leads to deeper binding of the KCYN with higher equilibrium density. It is to be noted that the chiral angle θ for the KCYN with with baryons (p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − ) is π (rad), corresponding to the limiting case of the fully-developed condensates.
[see Sec. 5.2.1 for details.]
As a scale of the stiffness of the KCYN, we estimate the incompressibility K at ρ 0 B , which is defined by
. For A = 20, one obtains K ∼ 3 × 10 3 MeV, which is larger by an order of magnitude than the standard value 210 MeV for the normal nuclear matter [79] . The measurement of an extremely small radius and/or huge incompressibility for the nucleus with a given A would give us a clue to find a highly dense and compact object. With regard to the local energy minimum for the noncondensed hypernucleus, the equilibrium density ρ 0 B is read from Figs. 1 (a) and (b) as ≃ 0.28 fm −3 (∼ 1.8ρ 0 ) for both H-EOS (A) and H-EOS (B). This hypernucleus is a self-bound system, but the energy per baryon marginally exceeds that of the free Λ and nucleon system for the same A, Z, and |S|.
Effects of hyperon-mixing
Here we discuss mechanisms leading to a deeply bound and highly dense state of the KCYN in the case of a large fraction of the strangeness |S|/A = O(1) as discussed in Sec. 4.1. In Figs. 1(a) and (b) , we show the energy per baryon of the K − -condensed state without including hyperons by putting ρ Λ = ρ Ξ − = ρ Σ − = 0 as a function of ρ B by the dotted line in addition to the curves of the ground state energy shown by the dashed, dash-dotted and solid lines. (In this paper, we abbreviate the kaon-condensed nuclei without mixing of hyperons as the KCN and distinguish it from the KCYN.) In this case, the whole strangeness |S| is carried solely by the K − condensates, so that one has a kaon-condensed state at any density. From comparison of the dotted line and bold solid line, one finds that mixing of hyperons leads to a more deeply bound and denser equilibrium state of the KCYN.
In Fig. 2 , the contributions to the total energy per baryon of the ground state with and without mixing of hyperons (the solid lines and dotted lines, respectively) are shown as functions of ρ B for A=20, Z=10, and |S|=16. Fig. 2 (a) [Fig. 2 (b) ]. The dependence of the total energy per baryon on ρ B is mainly determined from the two contributions: (I) the sum of the s-wave kaon-baryon interaction and free kaon energy, E K−Bint /ρ B + E freeK /ρ B [with Eqs. (21c) and (21d)], and (II) the baryon potential energy E pot /ρ B [with Eq. (18)]. The energy minimum appears as a result of balance of these two energy contributions. In the density region ρ B
The result by the use of H-EOS (A) [H-EOS (B)] is shown in

fm −3 for H-EOS (A) [ρ B
0.88 fm −3 for H-EOS (B)], the attractive effect from (I), coming from E K−Bint /ρ B , gets more remarkable for the hyperon-mixing case than for the case without hyperons at high densities. On the other hand, the repulsive effect from (II), which contributes to increase the energy as density increases, is much reduced for the hyperon-mixing case, since the nucleon-nucleon repulsion is avoided by mixing of hyperons at high densities [80] . These hyperon-mixing effects lead the energy minimum state of the KCYN to a deeply bound and highly dense object as compared with the case of the KCN.
We comment on the behaviors of the other contributions to the total energy per baryon. 
both cases of H-EOS (A) and (B).
Hence these two terms are not shown in Fig. 2 . The negligible contribution of the surface energy term to the total energy indicates that the energy and static properties of the KCYN are mostly determined by the particle fractions, ρ a /ρ 0 B (a = K − , p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − ) and strangeness and electric charge fractions, |S|/A, (Z − |S|)/A, not the particle numbers, and A, Z, |S| themselves.
Systematic change of the structure of the KCYN
We consider the properties of the energy minimum state of the KCYN systematically by changing the strangeness number |S|, while keeping the baryon number and atomic number fixed as A = 20 and Z = 10.
Dependence of the ground state energy on |S|
In Figs. 3(a) and (b), the energy per baryon for the energy minimum state of the KCYN (the solid line) and that of the noncondensed hypernucleus (the dashed line) are shown as functions of the strangeness number |S| in the case of A=20, Z=10 for Σ Kn =305 MeV. Fig. 3 (a) is for H-EOS (A) and (b) is for H-EOS (B). For comparison, the dependence on |S| of the energy per baryon for the energy minimum state of the kaon-condensed nucleus without allowing for mixing of hyperons (KCN) by putting ρ Λ = ρ Ξ − = ρ Σ − = 0 is depicted by the dotted line. The straight line (i) stands for the energy per baryon of the system consisting of the free K − the number of which is |S| and normal nucleus, (|S|m K + E 0 (A, Z, |S| = 0))/A. The straight line (ii) represents the energy per baryon of the free Λ-nucleon system given by |S|/A · δM ΛN . From  Fig. 3 (a) , one finds that the energy per baryon for the energy minimum state of the KCYN decreases as the strangeness number |S| increases until |S| = 14, where the energy minimum state is most deeply bound with the binding energy per strangeness, E B /|S| = 497 MeV. For |S| ≥ 15, the energy per baryon turns to increase monotonically with |S|. For a sizable amount of strangeness, |S| ≥ 8, the energy per baryon for the energy minimum state is lower than that for the free Λ-nucleon system (the straight line (ii)), which implies that the KCYN is stable against the strong decay processes. For a small amount of the strangeness, |S| ≤ 5, the energy per baryon exceeds that for the free K − and normal nucleus (the straight line (i)), so that the KCYN is unbound for such a small value of |S|. On the other hand, the noncondensed hypernucleus is bound and stable against the strong decay processes even for the small |S| [i.e., the dashed line is below the line (ii)], while the energy per baryon for the noncondensed hypernucleus increases monotonically with increase in |S|, as is seen from Fig. 3 (a) . One also finds from Fig. 3 (a) that the energy per baryon for the energy minimum state of the KCN (the dotted line) lies between the lines (i) and (ii) for the relevant values of |S|. Therefore the kaon-condensed nucleus without mixing of hyperons may be a bound state, but it decays through the strong processes, which is consistent with the results by Gazda et al. [37] .
The above results for the case of H-EOS (A) in Fig. 3 (a) are qualitatively the same as those for the case of H-EOS (B) in Fig. 3 (b) , except for the |S|-dependence of the energy per baryon for the energy minimum state of the KCN (the dotted lines): For H-EOS (B), the energy per baryon of the KCN has a maximum at |S| = 14, and it turns to decrease for |S| ≥ 15, where the curve for the energy per baryon lies below the line (ii).
It is concluded that a deeply bound nucleus with kaon condensates which is stable and decays only through weak processes should be formed with the large strangeness fraction |S|/A 0.5 and that part of the strangeness |S| should be taken over by hyperons through mixing of hyperons in the nucleus.
Dependence of internal structure on |S|
Baryon number density and strength of kaon condensates inside the nucleus
In Fig. 4 , we show the baryon number densities ρ 0 B inside the nucleus at the energy minimum states of the KCYN (the solid line), the noncondensed hypernucleus (the dashed line), and the KCN (the dotted line) with A=20, Z=10 as functions of the strangeness |S|. In Fig. 5 , we also show the chiral angle θ for the classical kaon field inside the nucleus at the energy minimum states of the KCYN (the solid line) and the KCN (the dotted line) with A=20, Z=10 as functions of the strangeness |S|.
For each of these figures, (a) is for H-EOS (A), and (b) is for H-EOS (B).
The baryon number density ρ 0 B inside the nucleus for the energy minimum state of the KCYN 
Composition of the KCYN
The particle fractions, ρ a /ρ 0 B (a = K − , p, Λ, Ξ − , Σ − , n), for the energy minimum state of the KCYN with A=20, Z=10 are shown as functions of the strangeness |S| in Figs. 6 (a) 
and (b). (a) is for H-EOS (A) and (b) is for H-EOS (B)
. In the case of the KCYN, the chiral angle takes a maximal value, θ = π, for which the kaon number density ρ K − reads ρ K − = 2ρ p +ρ n −2ρ Ξ − −ρ Σ − from Eq. (12). This expression is further rewritten by the use of Eqs. (2a)−(2c) as
For |S| < (A+Z)/2, one finds ρ K − < 0, which means that the strangeness and the electric charge carried by the condensed kaons become positive. Therefore for |S| < 15, one has effectively K + condensates. This result is kept valid irrespective of the baryon-baryon interaction models, H-EOS (A) and (B). The dependence of the baryon fractions on |S| for H-EOS (A) are quantitatively similar to that for H-EOS (B): For |S| ≤ 10, the whole positive charge is carried by the kaon condensates, and the protons are absent. The positive charge is compensated by the negatively charged hyperons, Ξ − and Σ − . The mixing ratios of both the Ξ − and Σ − decrease monotonically as |S| increases, while the mixing ratio of the Λ monotonically increases. For |S| > 10 corresponding to the deeply bound states, one has the KCYN where all the baryons (p, Λ, Ξ − , n, Σ − ) are mixed. In Figs. 7 (a) and (b), we show the particle fractions for the energy minimum state of the noncondensed hypernucleus as functions of the strangeness |S|. The increase in |S| means that both the negative strangeness and negative charge increase. Therefore, although the mixing ratio of the proton is sizable for small values of |S|, it decreases monotonically as |S| increases. Furthermore the Ξ − appears to be mixed at |S| = 5, above which the mixing ratio of the Ξ − increases monotonically with |S|, while the mixing ratio of the Λ is saturated. The Σ − appears to be mixed only for the large |S| (≥ 16). These points are qualitatively different from the case of the KCYN, where the negative strangeness and electric charge are carried by the kaon condensates equally as well as baryons. Hence kaon condensates lead to a drastic change of the particle composition of the nucleus. In the case of the noncondensed hypernucleus, the nucleus composed of the nucleons, Λ and Ξ − is energetically stable when the strangeness fraction |S|/A is large. This picture is compatible with those of the other works on the strange hadronic matter or multistrange hypernucleus within different frameworks [55] [56] [57] [58] .
The particle fractions are determined together with the chemical equilibrium conditions for the strong processes, Eqs. (23a)−(23c), where the chemical potentials for the classical kaon and baryons are responsible for the equilibrium conditions. In Figs. 8 (a) and (b Figs. 4 and 5) , the development of kaon condensates is correlated with the decrease of the kaon chemical potential for the KCN. This feature can also be seen in the case of kaon condensation realized in neutron-star matter, where the system is in chemical equilibrium for weak interactions. Thus mixing of hyperons also induces qualitative change of the |S|-dependence of the kaon chemical potentials.
Dependence of the energy contributions on |S|
Here we clarify how the total energy per baryon for the energy minimum state of the KCYN depends on the strangeness number |S| by analyzing each contribution to the total energy. We also compare the results for the KCYN with those for the KCN. In Figs. 9 (a) and (b) , we show the contributions to the total energy per baryon for the energy minimum state of the KCYN with A=20, Z=10 as functions of |S|. kaon condensates is saturated with θ = π, and the kaon-baryon interaction term,
, is almost independent of |S| and is largely negative. Also the baryon kinetic energy term, E kin /ρ 0 B , little depends on |S|. The free kaon part comes from only the kaon mass term, E freeK /ρ 0 B = 2f 2 m 2 K /ρ 0 B being proportional to 1/ρ 0 B , and has a minimum at |S| ∼ 10, reflecting the |S|-dependence of ρ 0 B (Fig. 4) . The hyperon-nucleon mass difference term, E Y −N mass /ρ 0 B , decreases with increase in |S|, due to the fact that the fractions of the heavy hyperons, Ξ − and Σ − , decrease as |S| increases (Fig. 6) . The dependence of the total energy per baryon on |S| is mainly determined by the sum of (E freeK + E Y −N mass + E pot )/ρ 0 B , and the total energy per baryon has a minimum at |S| slightly shifted to a larger value from |S| ∼ 10, due to addition of the hyperon-nucleon mass difference term which decreases with increase in |S|. In the case of the KCN (Fig. 10) , the dependence of the total energy per baryon is mainly determined by the sum of the free kaon energy, E freeK /ρ 0 B , baryon potential energy, E pot /ρ 0 B , and the kaon-nucleon interaction term, E K−Bint /ρ 0 B . As we have seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the kaon condensates for the KCN develop monotonically as |S| increases, which results in that both the positive energy from E freeK /ρ 0 B and the negative energy from E K−Bint /ρ 0 B become large in magnitude as |S| increases. For |S| ∼ 10, the former conceals the latter, but above the value |S| ∼ 10, the latter attractive effect gets more remarkable. As a result, the increase in the total energy gets moderate for |S| 10, and the total energy per baryon becomes maximal at a large |S|.
Implications for experiments
Experimental searches for deeply bound kaonic nuclear states have recently been done through the reactions, 4 He (stopped K − , N ) [33] , in-flight 16 O(K − , N ) and 12 C(K − , N ) reactions [34] , and stopped K − reactions on nucleus to formKN N orKN N N bound states [35] . Producing double and/or multiple kaon clusters by way of invariant mass spectroscopy has also been proposed [32] . Possible detection of theK nuclear clusters in heavy-ion collisions in SIS and GSI fascilities have been discussed [41] . In reference to these experimental attempts, we first briefly mention implications of our results on the KCN for experiments searching for the deeply bound multi-antikaonic nuclear clusters. Considering that the most accessible number of K − being trapped in the residual fragments in heavy-ion collisions is one or two, we show the numerical results on the baryon density Fig. 3 , so that these states may strongly decay into mesonic or nonmesonic final states.
Highly dense and deeply bound kaonic nucleus (KCYN) that is stable against strong interaction processes may be possible to exist as an exotic state. In order to obtain the KCYN in heavy-ion collisions, a number of negatively charged kaons of order O(A) should be trapped in a residual nucleus. Some of the antikaons should be absorbed and hyperons should be mixed in the nucleus through the processes, K − N → πΛ, K − N → πΣ, K − Λ → πΞ, etc. When all the remaining antikaons occupy the lowest energy states, antikaons are expected to be condensed. Since the binding energy per strangeness of the KCYN is very large and attains to be E B /|S| = 500 MeV (450 MeV) for H-EOS (A) [H-EOS (B)], a large amount of energy should be released through meson (π, K, · · · ) and other particle emissions.
It may be statistically difficult to search for the fragments containing many antikaons in the heavy-ion collisions. Another methods for detecting the KCYN are also expected. For instance, a target nucleus could be exposed to the high-intensityK beam to trap theK keeping stopped relative to the nucleus.
If the KCYN is formed with a given strangeness |S|, it may decay into the lowest energy 
with K − being the classical K − field. The reaction (26) is a part of the kaon-induced Urca process and is relevant to a rapid cooling of kaon-condensed neutron stars [10, 11] . However, the reduced matrix elements for these processes are proportional to sin 2 θ, so that they vanish in the case of the KCYN with θ = π (rad). Other weak reactions such as the neutron β decay, n → p + e − +ν e , where the classical kaon field does not directly take part in the reactions, must be considered as possible decay modes of the KCYN.
Summary and Concluding Remarks
We have considered the structure and decay modes of the kaon-condensed hypernucleus (KCYN) which may be produced in the laboratory in the strangeness-conserving processes. Our study has been based on the effective chiral Lagrangian for the kaon dynamics including the kaon-baryon interactions, combined with the nonrelativistic baryon-baryon interaction model.
A large amount of negative strangeness, |S|/A 0.5, is needed in order to form the KCYN. In the KCYN, the kaons are maximally condensed with mixing of hyperons. The baryon density inside the nucleus is (6−10)ρ 0 and the binding energy per strangeness, E B /|S|, attains to be ∼500 MeV depending on the strangeness fraction |S|/A and the baryon-baryon interaction models. The incompressibility is larger than that of the normal nucleus by an order of magnitude. It has been shown that both kaon condensates and hyperon-mixing effect cooperatively works to form such a highly dense and deeply bound object. In the case of the KCYN, the electric charge is given by Z − |S|, namely the positive charge of the protons is cancelled with the negative charge of the embedded K − condensates. Therefore, for a large number of strangeness such that |S| > Z, one has a negatively charged nucleus, which may open up another way for experimental achievement of kaonic nuclear bound states. The KCYN is stable against strong interaction processes, having a long lifetime, and may decay only through weak interaction processes.
In this paper, hadrons have been described as structureless particles. However, at high densities beyond 1 fm −3 where the energy minimum state of the KCYN attains, the hadrons are expected to be overlapping with each other, so that the quark substructure effects might become important. 3 Specifically, due to the Pauli blocking effects between quarks in each overlapping hadrons, quarks are likely to be delocalized. Therefore, towards a more realistic consideration, one should take into account the quark substructure effects which may lead to delocalization of quarks keeping away from the repulsive interactions between baryons at high densities.
The KCYN is characterized as a highly dense object for a large fraction of negative strangeness, |S|/A. This result implies a close connection with a strangelet as a dense self-bound object where asymptotically free u, d, s quarks are almost equally distributed [46, [48] [49] [50] . The KCYN may be considered as a pathway to strange quark matter. It should be clarified whether there is a continuity between a hadronic picture for the KCYN and a quark picture for the strangelet. In a quark picture, a variety of deconfined quark phases including color superconductivity have been elaborated [82] . In particular, kaonic modes () are condensed in the color-flavor locked (CFL) phase [83] [84] [85] [86] . One of the issue is that condensation of such kaonic modes in the CFL phase is mediated between the hadronic and quark phases [87] . For the experimental detection of the KCYN, one can expect to have common information from the experimental searches for strangelets [88] . As another viewpoint of quark substructure effects, the crossover between BoseEinstein condensate (BEC) and BCS superconductivity in quark matter has been discussed [89] . It is instructive to investigate the patterns of kaon condensation at high densities in relation to the BEC-BCS crossover.
In this paper, both kinematics and interactions associated with baryons are treated nonrelativistically. The nonrelativistic EOS violates a causality at high densities. Indeed, in Ref. [30] , we constructed the EOS of the kaon-condensed hyperonic matter realized in neutron stars based on the kaon-baryon and baryon-baryon interactions within the same framework as in this paper. In that case, the speed of sound exceeds the speed of light above a certain baryon density larger than that corresponding to a local energy minimum (a density isomer state) [see Fig. 12 in Ref. [30] ]. For more quantitative consideration, one needs a relativistic framework. Specifically, the s-wave kaon-baryon scalar attraction, which is proportional to the scalar densities for baryons in the relativistic framework, is suppressed at high densities due to saturation of the scalar densities [6] . This effect is expected to make the EOS stiffer at high densities.
We have assumed the uniform distribution of kaon condensates and baryons inside the nucleus. This assumption is expected to be valid for a sufficiently large baryon number A. In this case, the kaon condensates may well be considered as a uniform condensation in infinite matter which may be realized in the neutron-star inner core. In accordance with this assumption within our framework, the electric charge distribution is also assumed to be uniform inside the nucleus. It is pointed out that self-consistent consideration of the finite size effects stemming from the surface tension, Coulomb interaction, and charge screening should render a non-uniform structure [18] . One should consider the validity of the assumption of the uniform distribution of particles for small values of A by taking into account such finite size effects. Related work is under way with a relativistic mean-field theory [90] .
Our results imply the considerably soft EOS at some density intervals as a result of coexistence of kaon condensates and hyperons [29, 30] . The underlying EOS should be consistent with observations of neutron star mass. In general, mixing of hyperons in neutron-star matter leads to a very soft nuclear EOS. The EOS based on the realistic nucleon-nucleon and hyperonnucleon interactions with three-body forces for nucleons becomes too soft to obtain the observed canonical mass 1.44 M ⊙ of neutron stars with M ⊙ being the solar mass [91] . 4 In our framework, many-body repulsive interactions between baryons (not only nucleon-nucleon but also hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon interactions) become dominant at high densities, leading to recovery of the stiffness of the EOS. For example, in Ref. [29] , we applied the EOS with the H-EOS (A) for the baryon-baryon interactions to neutron stars including a phase transition to the kaon-condensed phase in hyperonic matter and obtained a maximum mass ∼ 1.5 M ⊙ . This EOS is the same as addressed in this paper except for that both the s-wave and p-wave kaon-baryon interactions are taken into account and that the Ξ − hyperons are not included in Ref. [29] .
However, several observational candidates suggesting large gravitational masses (∼ 2 M ⊙ with M ⊙ being the solar mass) for neutron stars have been reported [93] . Some attempts reconciling the observations of large neutron star masses and the soft EOS associated with phase transitions have been discussed [94] . If it is confirmed that some neutron stars have indeed such large masses, one should consider additional repulsive effects making the EOS stiffer at very high densities. With regard to this problem, the ambiguity of the kaon-baryon and baryon-baryon interactions at high densities should be examined. It is pointed out that three-body repulsive interactions should work universally between hyperons and nucleons at high densities in hyperonic matter in order to prevent too softening of the EOS due to mixing of hyperons [80] . In this context, mechanisms of the universal three-body force originating from the spin-flavor independence of the short-range repulsion has recently been considered based on the string-junction model [95] .
